Patrick Allington: Is it a good thing to win a 'most underrated book award', as you did for A wrong turn at the Office of Unmade Lists (2013)? Jane Rawson: It is. But I feel like as soon as you win it you have to give it back because someone else is then more underrated than you are. It's a paradox.
JR: For her, this is a small experience in the horror of her life. She has grown up on a planet where she had many relationships. She was loved. She had a full life. This is in another dimension. The time stuff in this is weird: glide over it. (I tried to keep it to a minimum, but in my head I know what happened.) Her planet has been destroyed by human-type people, who have destroyed their own planet, come to her planet, terraformed it to make it nice for humans. It was mostly ocean before they got there, and now it's mostly land. Basically, she has nowhere to live anymore and everyone she knows is dead. She and her few remaining friends have gone out into space and tried to find somewhere new to be. And she's lost them all along the way. She's completely alone. The last one left of her species. She's on this strange planet. She meets this guy. She hangs out with him a bit. She helps him survive. You'd think he was her friend. But he's not. He hates her and every time she tries to come to him in a different shape he's awful to her. She just feels lost and abandoned and in terrible despair. She's sad.
PA: How did you go about creating and mastering the voice of the alien, so that it was the voice you wanted it to be, it was a being you wanted it to be, it was communicating on its own terms in the way you wanted it to? JR: You know how writers talk about how they wrote the novel and have no idea? So: when I first started writing it, all I had in my head was a picture of … I had this strange picture on my desktop, on my computer, of a dead cosmonaut floating through space. And there's just stars and blackness all around this body. All I was interested in was writing something that was in a place of complete quiet. And that was what I started doing. Trying to do that. And I'd been thinking a lot about octopuses and reading a lot about octopuses and was a little obsessed with them. And so I wanted to put elements of that, particularly the shape-shifting and the sensing the world through every part of you instead of like we do mostly: through our head region. That's where it came from. I kind of had to self-hypnotise to do it. I wrote a lot of it at like 5 o'clock in the morning. I'd do it first thing, as soon as I woke up, try not to think about
